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March 30th, 2020 
 
Excellency the President 
Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka 
Presidential Secretariat 
Colombo 01. 
 
 
Re: Relief for the Property Development and Construction Industry 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
We refer to the Central Bank’s recent circular highlighting financial concessions to key industries to 
enable them to withstand the impact of the ongoing COVID-19 outbreak and resultant slowdown in 
economic activity.  We sincerely appreciate all the efforts taken by the Government thus far, and also 
the initiative to support our economy. However, we note with some concern that the property 
development industry is not considered in the list of eligible industries to be supported, while 
construction is only considered under SMEs. This effectively excludes all property developers and the 
larger construction firms who are the providers of revenue and jobs to large numbers of SMEs and 
workers who require continued employment. 
 
We would like to appeal that you kindly consider providing some relief to the property development 
and construction industry at large, given the following key factors: 
 

1. The property development industry employs hundreds of thousands of people, both directly 
and indirectly, throughout Sri Lanka.  This includes direct employees of development 
companies, a large number of professionals and technical personnel, as well as hundreds of 
thousands of construction workers who are highly vulnerable to economic shocks.  A 
slowdown in construction activity and the resultant unavoidable cutback in staff will have 
immediate negative impacts on this vast population. 

 
2. The property development industry is the primary employer and revenue source for the 

majority of professional construction firms, as well as thousands of SMEs across the economy, 
from small scale building material providers, to manufacturers and installers of a range of 
finished goods and equipment.   A slowdown in development activity will have immediate 
impacts on these firms (and their employees) which will only get resolved when development 
projects are able to move forward.  

 
3. The property developers are primarily involved in providing housing, a vital resource and 

investment asset which is crucial for households.  It is also noteworthy that substantial sums of 
customer investments are tied up in projects that are mid-way through construction. Enabling 
completion and handover of these assets is important to ensure substantial investments of 



 

 

 

consumers are not lost due to developers going into undue distress and being forced to 
abandon projects. 

4. Finally, real estate is a long term asset class that has tremendous potential for attracting 
investments and FDI which is critical for Sri Lanka’s move forward beyond the pandemic. 

 
On behalf of the Condominium Developers Association of Sri Lanka, I would appreciate if you would 
consider the above points, and include property developers and large scale construction companies 
among the firms eligible for vital concessions being granted by the Central Bank and elsewhere in 
government. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

 
…………………………….. 
Suresh Rajendra 
Chairman 
Condominium Developers Association of Sri Lanka 
 
 
CC: 
Dr. P.B. Jayasundera, Secretary to the President of Sri Lanka. 
Dr. Priyath Bandu Wickrama, Secretary, Ministry of Urban Development and Housing and Water 
Supply.  
 
 


